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Euthanasia: the Process of Legal Change in Belgium
Re.flection.s ort tlrc purl iuntentctrv rlebtile

Maurice Adams

l lntroduction

To date, euthanasia is a punishable orf'ence in Bergium. It is not, hrwe'er, as in
the Netherlands, treated as a discrete offence. Belgian criminal larv does not
recognise the concept of euthanasia and as a consequence applies some general
principles lrom the Penal coire or lg67: article 393 rerating to voluntary man-
slaughter, and article 394 covering murder.r These ofrences are all deart with
by the so-called Assize Court.l

The matter is more complicated when it comes to assisted suicide. Suicide
is not considered a criminal oflence in Belgian law, and therefore neither is
assisting in suicide. According to a number of authors, horvever, the larv can be
interpreted in such a way that assisted suicide can be indirectry punishabre.
They refer here to article 422bis of the penal code that deals rviih ihe offence
of omission, i.e. not giving help to someone in extreme danger.3 The rack of
any Belgian case law on this issue, horvever, means that it is unclear whether
such an argument is valid.

Finally, it is generally accepted in Belgium that a doctor is not obliged to
continue medical treatment that has no longer any curative or therapeutic eftect
on a (mortal) disease, and that a possible shortening clf life through administer-
ing pain relief is an acceptable side eflect.4

The legislature in Belgium has delegated authority frrr laying dorvn rules of
conduct to a number .f prolessiclnal organisations. Non-comp-liance to these
rules can result in temporary or even permanent professional suspension. In this
context the Belgian Medical Association (.Orde van Geneesheren,) was asked

Perhaps article 397 of the penar code rerating ro poisoning c.ulc.r be appried. poisoning is
seen as hclmicide by means of substances that celn more or less resurt in quick treath. (-on-
ceming the legal context in rvhich euthanasia is situated in Belgium. see veraers. J.. .Het 

le_
ven'-de dood en de grondrechten. Juridische beschourvingen over zelldoding en euthanasie,.
in: o|er :it h:elf'besthikkan! Juridi.sche cn cthi.tthe bijdt:ttgtn tn,er ltcr levett, het licltatrnt 4t
de tkxd, Antrverpen' Maklu (199(;). 410-571anc.l Grooi, E. <le, Let-en t('t in (!t tlrtttd. otrttretrt
e ut lmrut.t ie, Brussel. VLlBpress ( I 99? ), 25_77
The Belgian criminal court that hancllcs serious oftences and rvorks rvith ajury.
See 

'n this Vuye, H.. 'schuidig hurpverzuim. Ecn analysc van artiker 422bi.i srv. in hct richt
van de algemene leer van de omissie in het strafrecht''.in Liber Anrit0rurn Jerttr tlu Jardin-
Antwerpen. Kluwer (2001 ). .13 I '180.
see fbr a more comprehensive account. Strubbe. E. and Nys. N.. ,rvredisch 

hancreren cn nala-
tcn rond het levenseindc bij een rvilsbekrvame patiant' (2000) 2 l punttptitrtt. 423,440.
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30 Maurice Adams

to establish Rules of Conduct for the medical profession.s In Heading II of
Chapter IX of these rules (regarding the approaching end of life), article 95
reads: "The physician may not intentionally cause the death of one of his or her
patients or help them to take their own lives." Article 96 of these same rules
states that: "When the death of a patient is approaching and he is still in some
state of awareness, the physician is bound to give moral support and to give
what help necessary to reduce physical and psychological suffering in order to
allow the patient to die a dignified death. When the patient has entered a stare
of unconsciousness the physician must limit himself to giving palliative care".
Additionally, according to article 91 , the physician must consulr at least one
colleague and the patient him or herself when starting or stopping a course of
treatment, and if needed ask the opinion of the patient's close family or legal
representatives. Finally, article 98 informs us that if, on the basis of scientific
evidence, the patient is brain dead, then he or she must be declared legally
dead.

It is striking that the Penal Code, unlike the Medical Rules of Conduct (in
article 95) gives no ruling on assisted suicide. Above all, in law doctors are
obliged to give some sort of palliative care. Article 97 of the Rules of conduct
makes clear reference to stopping curative care and the unnecessary prolonga-
tion of treatment. If the patient is conscious its opittion will be asked (it does
not say agreement or decision), if otherwise, its next of kin or representatives
will be consulted. The Medical Rules of conduct indicate therefore that the
doctor may not perform euthanasia but can administer pain relief that may
shorten life. The Rules of Conduct appear, then, on balance to give room for a
more subtle approach to the question of dying than the Penal Code.

It is worth noting that until 2000 no legal case on euthanasia had ever been
brought to court, despite the fact that doctors often admit that they act in a

manner likely to cause death. we do not know therefore whether the notion of a

Justification of necessity'6 as accepted by the Dutch Supreme Court in the
context of euthanasia is likewise applicable in Belgium. For the Belgian doctors
this has led to legal uncertainty.T

one reason why there have been no legal cases until recently is that public
Prosecutors never pursued any. since very recently, however, a few cases are
prosecuted indeed. This is perhaps due to the impetus of public discussions on

on these Rules of Conduct, see Groot, E. de, 'kven tot in de dood. omtrent euthanasie',
above. 5 l -62.
The legal concept ofjustification ofnecessity aplies to someone who in a situation ofconflict
ofduties chooses to favour the value that from an objective point ofview is more important.
even if this means something that in itself is forbidden. see on this weyers in this lssui.
There was in fact a case brought at the beginning of 1960s in the context ofa so-called softe-
non baby: a woman rvho gave her recently born and badly deformed baby a lethal mixlure
rvhich she received from her doctor after putting much pressure on him. But the jury in the
case at the Assize court in the city ofLiege acquited both the woman and her doctor on lOth
November 1962. In essence, however, this was not a case ofeuthanasia since there rvas ob-

'iously 
no request from the baby. see Viemet, J., Riquet. M. and Roumagnon. y.. 'Rdflexion

sur le proces de Liege (le poinr de vue religieux. moral er m6dical)' (t96j) Rey.sc.crim.,g3-
I 00.
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the issue' For exampre, in January 2000, .n receiving compraints rrclm nursingstafr in the city of Liege, two doctors (a cardiorogist and an anaesthetist) werearrested on suspicion of administering . L"J"r dose or barbiturates to a manwith a longstanding and.chronic Ir";"p;;;i;;. rn,,,ru, ot tt",oon., requesrand in consultation with his family. 
e r- -.v rvrrrr

2. The process of Change

In order to be able to uncr^erstand the process of legar change, it is important tostate that Bergium, as a federal rrur", t'u, I particurarry comprex structure. Itconsists first of ail of,three ranguage g..ou;r, of rvhich the Dutch and FrenchIanguages dominate lthere also"e^irtr'o rilalr ana constitutionalry recogniseclGerman speaking group in the east or tr," .ount.y). These dominant ranguagegroups virtually coincide with Flanclers (Dutch_speaki"gl ,"JW.f f"on lnrench-speaking) areas' The capital ,rBergium. arrrr"tr, is,r.ficiaty biringuar, but infact it is to an imporran,^*g:":. tr;;_;;;king ciry. This factual Ind officialmultilinguar character of nergium,n"onr ifiuio, activities, incruding the rrrrmarof official, non-officiar and loriticai i.ii"t 
""a 

commirrees, o," 
"irt", organ_ised as such that at least Dutch_ and French_si

resenred, or even 6;;; ; ;;r;;; # ;.;i ]il:ff ,:;,flr;;x;,,;:::"over' Bergium is also an extreme exampre of a ^society which is not just linguis-tically bur arso ideorogically divideai i" p.riri.s rhis means, among otherthings' that in ethicar questions cathoric gr'oup, and poritical parties usua'ystand opposed to non-confessionar parties. 
-fh-i, 

.ou.,r.e .f Belgian society redthe political scientist tuo.lT,- a .trr e"rgi"m "the most rhorough exampre ofconsociationar democracy".8 In such o aJro"ro"y poritical power rests with apragmatic politicar erite,,that.will arways t.y to rolu" socretal and poriticalproblems in such a way that all parties .t"."i".a can recognise themserves inthe final sorution' This in nro"r ro^t."p,t" i"ri,t."r system stable, and to pre-vent politicar parties to estrange from the p.liticar system. This system func-tions of course especiaily ,*o,ig ,h. ;";;;";; parties. However, in rhe contextof the potiticar discussion on luthuiori;, ;;: of the key prayers in Bergianpolitics, the christian Democrars, o." ri"." i"ry Dgg fcrr the first time in 40

ililfi 
'::T*o;:"J;'r:""ted 

in govern'"nt rhi' ho' p'uuok.J' o .,,n-'p,.,.,,

2.1 TheJirst pha.se; 19g0_1997

The founding in tgg0 0f two associarions - the Flemish ,Right .n Die rvithDignity'('Recht op Waardig Sterven,) and the Walloon ,Association 
pour le

8 Lijphart. A. (ed.). Cunllit.t end t,,t.t(ri.\ten(.( irt Bel,qiunt.13erkelel,. Bcrkcley Irnivs15i1y pss55

lfl]rt',',.lrrti.,rlso 
Liipharr. A . Denuu rart, ,,, p),,i,,,i'i,,",,,,rt.r N*v Havcn. yare t.niveriiry



32 Maurice Adams

Droit de Mourir dans le Dignit6' - could perhaps be seen as a start - though

still in a limited way - of organised action to recognise the right to euthanasia.

Their influence, certainly at that time, was rather small because the subject had

not yet become a real public or political issue and both associations were politi-

cally radical in ideology - in this case strictly and strongly liberal. Socially,

there appeared no support for their ideas and in addition at the time, in a de-

nominationally segregated Belgium, the liberals were in a very specific niche in

the political landscape. Politically the liberals were also in a minority and there-

fore co-operation was problematic. They thus stood little chance of having any

political influence. This was exacerbated by the fact that traditionally, even in

liberal circles, there was no unqualified support for an intrinsic right to eutha-

nasia, as will be seen later in this article. The most important political faction in

the government from the 1950s, the Christian Democrats (in practice repre-

senting Roman Catholic belief) was strongly against any legislative provision

for euthanasia. As will become evident, until the 1990s, it had been the Chris-

tian Democrats who, as a matter of principle, had rejected or blocked the regu-

lation of euthanasia.

The first study contmissions

This political stonewalling did not, however, mean there were no developments

at societal level. From the 1970s euthanasia was regularly in the news and in

addition was also the subject of, albeit very occasional, political debate.9

However, from the middle of the 1980s, the Christian Democratic parties

shifted their strict position on the issue and euthanasia and end-of-life decisions

became at least debatable. This was stimulated by technological developments

in medicine and biology and led to the setting up of a Commission in 1983 by

Walloon and Flemish Christian Democrats to study the ethical issues in-

volved.l0 The premise for their work, according to the Commission's report of
1985, was that the pluralism of society, its democratisation, the autonomy of
morals as opposed to religion, and the development of technology are all fac-

tors that bring about radical social change. Traditional values are therefore also

subject to chance. The commission looked at a number of issues, mainly of a

medical nature, such as the inclination to continue treatment even where there

are no benefits, the removal and transplantation of organs and tissues, and the

carrying out of medical research. Research regarding useless medical treat-

ments led to making a distinction between active and passive euthanasia' Ac-

cording to the Commission the former should be ruled out, whereas the latter

9 For example, in 1971, the Belgian state broadcasting network organised a TV debate on the

subject.
l0 See Delfosse, M.L., 'Ethische problemen', in: lrrssen Staat en Maatsdtappij 1945'1995.

Christen-denrx'ratie h Belgi!. Dewachter. W. (ed.), Tielt. L:nnoo (1995),498-518.
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was permissibre as long as it was accompanied by pailiative care and intensivecounselling.l I

Meanwhire, in 19g6, the Fremish christian Democratic Deputy Minister forHealth and the Handicapped organised a national colloquium entitled ,Bio-
ethics in the 1990s'. prior to the coiloquium, which took prace in r9g7, therewere a number of prepararory meetings held by multidisciplinu;y ;"; ideorogi_cally pluralistic working groups. The-subgroup considering ,Ending 

Lif.e,, rec-ommended artering the penar code on be[arf of doctors who carried out eutha_n.u:lu It The proposal 
.was 

not taken up because, among other things, the Liber-al (l) Minister of Jusfice was opposed to it. Neverth.[rr, tn".orioqri* pro-vided a stimulus for the formation of a pruralistic national uaui*rylon',nitt""on bio-ethics, since the Deputy Ministei mentioned before announced the set-ting up of such a body during the closing session of the colroquium.13 Thiscommittee got the finar go-ahead in lgg3,-and was abre to commence its workin 1996. I will return to this development in the next section.

Tlrcfirst bills
In the 1980s' for the first time, proposars for a bit were regurarry put forwardfrom virtually the whore poriticar spectrum, with the exception of the christianDemocrats' None of these proposals reached the finar ,tuj"r.la Moreover, theywere alr proposed by individual Members of parliament, *t,r.n meant that theywere not necessarily official party initiatives, or had party support.

There was a proposar for a bi, in l9g4 by French iunguug" riberar circlesagainst therapeutic pointress medicar treatment for the terminalry iil (a proposalput forward again in l9g6). This proposal seemed rup".fr";;;'rin."*it *o, ut_ready generally accepted in Belgium that doctors could stop pointless treat-ment' The proposar was.therefore mainly geared to proviaing doctors withmore clarity regarding their medical behavioJr. In 19g5, a walloon Member ofParliament from the sociarist camp proposed a bill that laid ao*n .ut", regard_ing the doctor/termina'y-it patient rerationstrip. It covered the legalisation of,among other things, euthanasia and assisted ,ui"id" for competeni uni in.o*_petent patients, and arso made provision for ending the lives 
"r 

p",i*i, consid_ered clinically dead. ls

I I In I 990 the activities lvere taken over by another rvork group rvhich in a report of r gg save anumber of recommendations on the uarious meaicar procedures regarding ."0,"*i,rJ.'lilproposals, however, r.vhere mainly the same n, in th. r"porr of 19g5.12 All documents of this colloq.ium u.. ,n u."io*Jin D.,n..rr.r-De Meyer. w. (ed.). Bir-ethica in de jaren ,90. 
Gent, bmega ( I 997), : f +if +i p.l3 The idea for such an advisory ooiy rra<l ur..oay o."n'p"t fo^varcl in l9g4 in the senate. andin 1986 through in the chamber 

"r 
n-pi.r.riJ,i"...'rn uo,r-, cases rhe impetus came marnryfrom Christian Democrat rcpresentatives.

l4 For an overvierv of the bills see Coolsaet, A.. 'Een overzicht van cle Belgische \vetsvoorstellen
';:,i:;;:;l;:i'Le' (lee5-ree6) r rii,.r"ln''itfii""i 6'znuahei,t,,e,htiR,,'u, tre rtr.it rte ra

l5 An amenJetl vcrsion o[ t] 
.

somewhatr.uir.du..ri,,nrtsproposalforabillrvasagainpresenrerlin lgg6anclin lgggina
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It is also worth mentioning a proposar for a parliamentary motion in l9gg, by a
French-speaking christian Democrat, asking the federal government to thor-
oughly research the practice of euthanasia in Bergium, keep the population in-
formed on the ongoing state of affairs, and come up with concrete proposals to
make sure that human life was absorutely respected. The proposal was rejected.

In 1993' a member of an eccentric Flemish party submitted a proposar for a
bill that reserved euthanasia for patients in the last phase of a terminal illness or
for those suffering from a disease reading to death. In the same year a proposal
for a bill was also submitted by the Flemish Greens. Ethicaily this proposal was
the most liberal ever introduced in Bergium, proposing .medicar 

hopelessness,
as the sole medical criterion demanded before euthanasia could be considered.ln 1994' a French-speaking member of the riberar camp introduced a
proposal for a bill. It addressed only the problem of euthanasia sens, stricto,
thus from the beginning rejecting any form of treatment that ended rife without
a valid request from the patient. 'Living wiils' were according to this Member
of Parliament also no solution to the issue, since 'they ar! onry based on
abstract considerations and cannot be considered an expression oi a concrete
desire arising from an actual situation'. other themes such as palliative care
also received insufficient attention in this proposal.

Finally' I would like to mention a proposar for a bilr submitted by the
Dutch-speaking liberal camp after extensive discussion within the Flemish lib-
eral movement. The proposar recommended regurating palriative care, and
restricted itself exclusively to terminally ill patients, uui utso regulated so_
called living wills. And in 1996, a joint proposar for a bill by the Flemish and
walloon socialist parties stated that euthanasia should be considered onry
where there was a clear case of an incurable condition (caused either by illness
or accident) which a medical doctor was unabre to control sufficiently. The
proposal also stipulated that there should be persistent and unbearable suffering
or distress (either where the patient could give consent or where the patient
could not give consent but had previously made a living will).

None of the proposars for a biil mentioned stood a chance of acceptance at
the time they were proposed. The latter three biils were reintroduced a couple
of years later in 1999, virtually unaltered, when the christian Democrars were
no longer in government.

Maurice Adams Eutltana
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proposals are given equal weight regardless of whether they reflect the view of
one or all members. In fact the Committee is obliged to do so.

The committee's advice of 12 May 1997 covers the desirability of legisra-
tion on euthanasia, where euthanasia - crearly influenced by the Dutch discus-
sions - is taken to mean the 'intbntional ending of life by someone else than the
person concerned, at the request of the latter'. In fact the Advice falls apart in
four different proposals, such that each member of the committee can find its
position back in the full advice.

Proposal I related to a change in the penal code to legarise euthanasia, with
a procedure to control a posteriori. In the Netherlands this is the accepted rul_
ing since April 2001.
Proposal 2 also related to a procedure to control euthanasia a posteriori. The
difference with the first proposal being that the existing restrictions in the penal
code were observed but there were conditions introduced that made it possible
for the doctor to make an appeal on the so-called .state of necessity,.tS This
model was obviously inspired by the Dutch ruling between 1993 ana ioot.

Proposal 3 comprised a procedure to control a priori the most important
medical decisions taken at the end of life (thus not only euthanasia). This pro_
posal also upheld restrictions in the penal code, and ,"t out legai conditions
covering the grounds on which a doctor could declare a 

.state ofriecessity,.
, Proposal 4 upheld the position that euthanasia should under no conditions
be allowed and was therefore illegal.

The committee also stressed the need to organise a parliamentary debate on
these questions and expressed its concern over what in the Advice was called
'uncontrolled euthanasia': i.e. doctors ending a patient's life without consulting
them or their family, often putting pr"rrur" on nursing staff into going along
with them. This last concern expressed by the committl was not ,ipport"a oy
any reliable statistical data.

The views of the different members of the Committee were, in fact, not so
divergent as was first assumed. According to one of the members there was a
noticeab-le degree of unity around proirosar 3 (although no unanimity or con-
1en1u1).le This unity of approach was mainry due to the fact thai reading
catholics from both sides of the language aiviae in Bergium were prepared
under strict conditions to accept euthanasia. The Advice iiself and how it was
arrived at made it possible to have a mature discussion of the issue. It markedin this respect a noticeable difference from the way an advice on abortion was
produced by an ad hoc committee in the l9g0s. That simply consisted of a
polarised discussion ofthose for and those against abortion.

In fact, indirectly, it-was the painful history behind the passing of the Bel-gian abortion law that led to an impulse for finaily settini up i'" Advisory

18 See weyers' H., 'Euthanasia: the process of trgar change in the Netherlands,, in this Issue,and footnote 6 above.
l9 schotsmans, P', 'wenselijkheid van een wetlelijke regeling van euthanasie. Het eerste adviesvan het Belgisch Raadsevend comiti voor eio"-ethiei' <6sr7 rrniiii, i'riprf,'t|i"r"n,87.However' some membeis of the committee aro 

".i"gti. with this point of view.
A
98

Cr20
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2.2 1997- 199q

tllvice oJ 12 Muy- 1997
One of the most significant events relating to euthanasia is undoubtedly the l2
May 1997 Advice of the Advisury Committee for Bio-ethics.l6 The Commirree
was set up in 1993 atier years of political wrangling, but only got up and run-
ning in 1996.t7

It was remarkable that the Committee could give its advice ctn euthanasia in
1997 already, since this was one of the most sensitive and complex issues it wus
ordered to deal with in 1996. The Advice rvas important because it led to a

certain depcllarisation and neutralisation of the differences of opinion. It made it
possible to have a debate on euthanasia in a calmer and more rational manner.
Until then, the debate had been almost wholly dominated by ideological stances
and antagonistic non-communication. The Committee was set up, according to
article I of the Committee's Founding Statute, tcl intbrm and advise govern-
ment and the public on problems arising from research and its implementation
in the area ol biology and health care, and to explore the ethical, social and
legal aspects of the issues involved, and in particular the rights of the individu-
al. It consists of 35 members - doctors, lawyers, ethicists, psychologists and
sociologists - and is ideologically and linguistically balanced. In the Belgian
context this means an equal number of Catholics on the one hand and atheist
and agnostic people on the other hand, as well as a balance in the numbers of
Dutch and French speaking members. From its inception the committee has
been organised into subcommittees consisting of trvelve members that again
must reflect a balanced composition. The lull Committee decides upon the
findings and propclsals of the sub-committees and where necessary these are
then amended and apprclved. The Committee can put forward recommendations
cln its own initiative, or at the request of leaders of parliament, members of the
government, or chairpersons of hospital ethical committees etc.

The propclsals and points of vie"v of members of the Committee do not have
to be based on a 'majority' point of vierv. Significantly no vote is taken on the
diflerent opinions existing rvithin the Committee. In this sense the Committee is
mainly an informative body rvith the consequence that recommendations in-
clude a/i the different and sometimes strongly divergent points of view. All the

lnce at

couple
s were

l6 See the Belgian Advisory Committee for Bio-ethics. Recommendation No l. l2 May 1997.
on the desirability of lcgislation on euthanasia. Consult: wrvrv.health.tgov.be/bioeth,/ On the
rccommendation itself. see Vermeersch,8..'Euthanasie in Belgid'(1000) 2l Fiht.:tlie en
Pruktijk,48-5(r en hns. J.. 'Euthanasiegesetzgehung in Bclgien. Eine Ilbcrsrcht i]bcr clie poli-
tisch ethische Debatte 1 997- 1999' . in: Ethik und Ge.set:gebunu. Pntblente - Li)sungsver-
suclrc - Kttnaepte. Bondolfi. A. en Grotenfeld. S. (eds.). Stuttgart. Verlag W.Kolhamrner
(2000),175-187

l7 [n general on the wcrrking of this Committee see Van Ncste. F. van. 'Pluralisme en tolerantie
in hct Belgisch Raadgevend Comiti voor Bio-ethiek' (1999) 66 Stret'en.89l-ti97.
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committee in 1993. It sh.uld be rememberecl that the abortion law was passed
rvith a Liberal-socialist majority and thus rvithout the co-operation of the Chris-
tian Demclcrats who were then nevertheless still part .f g.vernment. As a reac-
tion to this the christian Democrats signed up in gtrvsynrnsnt agreements an
explicit ban on these kind of t'luctuating majorities on ethical matters, making it
impossible k) pass laws ivithout the consent of the christian Democrats.

The Advice of the committee on euthanasia fbrmed the basis for a debate
between Members .f Parliament and experts, including those of the Advisory
committee, in the Belgian Senate on 9th and lOth December 1991 .20 lt rvas no
cclincidence that the debate was in the Senate, since after constitutional reforms
in 1994' the Senate became the primary vehicle for, amrng other things, ethical
debates. There was now in fact consensus in the Senate to legislate on euthana_
sia, as became apparent in the statements of the most important political parties
the week before the debate. The Flemish and walloon christian Democrats t-elt
themselves most in tune rvith proposal 3 of the committee and stated that ex-
plicit attention be given to the clevelopment of paltiative care to prevent the
demand for euthanasia. The trvo socialist parties were more in favour of pro-
posal 2. The Flemish Liberals also opted tbr proposal 2, while the walloon
Liberals had no clear standpoint, except that they believed the existing law of-
fered enough room to provide for any situation that might arise at the end of
life. The Flemish Greens def-ended the right of life but could also support pro-
posal 3. Finally, the Democratic Flemish Nationalists wanted more attention ro
be given to the development of palliative care with secondary consideration fbr
the regulation of euthanasia. The large majority ol political parties wanted
anyway to avoid the kind of polarised debate that had taken place on abortion
in the 1970s and 1980s. At the end of the clay, only the extreme right Flemish
Block was against any fbrm of regulation of euthanasia and thou-shi the debate
on it pointless and dangerous.

During the first day of the actual debate in the Senate the emphasis was on
the Advice of l2 May 1997, incruding the opinions of experts. The second day
fbcused on a debate between the senakrrs themselves. That again gave rise, as
in the Advisory committee on Bio-ethics, to a consensus around proposal 3.
This led to a political agreement that the Senate commission for Justice (deal-
ing with criminal issues) and the commission on Social Affairs (dearing with
health care issues) should together frame a bill. The Advisory commirtee on
Bio-ethics was additionally asked to tbrmulate an Advice on non-competent
patients and on so-called living wills, themes that the Advisory Committee had
n.t addressed in their Advice of i2th may 1997, despite having been asked t.
do so. From the many opinions fbr and ag.inst legislation that appeared in the
daily newspapers in the lollorving m.nths. one may deduce that the political
will to legislate acted as a catalyst for public debate.
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98 and l0 December 1997. 3891-3954.
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The next political srep was rhat in March 199g, the Flemish socialists declared
that legislation that dealt only with euthanasia was too limited. They also want_
ed legislation to cover comatose patients, handicapped new-borns and those
suffering from serious dementia. Because at the time the agreement reached to
prepare a bill depended on a delicate political balance, this declaration appear-
ed somewhat premature and shocked the christian Democrats. This, together
with concern for other political matters, led to developments coming to a virtual
standstill. However, the decline in political interest in the matter from l99g did
not mean no developments occurred. For example, a multidisciplinary pirot
study appeared in 1998 on the actual use of euthanasia by doctors. The siudy
looked at the situation in only one Flemish city,2r but it was, nevertheless, the
first scientific study of end-of-life medical treatment.22

Advice of22 February 1999
on 22 February 1999, the Advisory committee on Bio-ethics came with an
advice relating to ending incompetent patient's life.23 The committee had not
referred to this in the first Advice on euthanasia, despite a specific request to do
so from the parliamentary chairman. In contrast to the Advice on euthanasia, in
this Advice all the classic ideorogical and ethical divisions and differences of
opinion on the issue came out. As far as the Advice regarding euthanasia is
concerned, there had been a will to work together, but in this Advice there was
no longer any question of that. There were three directry opposing positions on
th_e Advice. The first group rejected any form of euthanasia ana inus any form
of ending life without conscious consent. The second wished to recognise end-
of-life treatment without conscious consent on condition that there was a living
will and consent from an impartial representative. Finally, a third group thoughi
end-of-life treatment should under certain conditions aiso be possible in case
there was no existing consent. This Advice, precisely because oi the divisions it
provoked, played no further role in the political debate at least up till the mid-
dle of 1999 and got far less attention when compared to the first one.

In the run up to the elections of June 1999, the Socialists emphasised once
again that a following government should legislate on euthanasia in accord with
Proposal 2 of the Advice of 12 May 1997, incruding a ruling for the incompe-
tent. The Christian Democrats reacted by saying that only a ruling in accord
with Proposition 3 of the May 1997 advice would be acceptable ti them and
that they had great reservations in accepting any ending of life without con-
scious consent. They added again that a government with christian Democrats

2l Mortier, F. et.al., 'End-of-life decisions in medical practice in the city of Hasselt (Flanders,
Belgium)' (2O00) 14 Bioethics,254_267 .22 Accordin.g to a study pubrished in 1999, six out of ten doctors had at some time carried outeuthanasia in Bergian intensive care-units. Vincent, J.L., .Forgoing rife support in westemEuropean intensive care units: the results of an ethical questionnaire, (lggg) 27 Critical careMedicine, 1626-1633.

23 Belgian Advisory conunittee for Bio-ethics, advice nr g dated 22 February 1999 regardingending life without the conscious .onr"nt of in. puii"ni.
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would only be possible if legislation on issues of an ethical kind could not be
approved by a fluctuating majority.

2.3 r999-2001

Autunm 1999: the government bill
National elections took place in Belgian on l3th June 1999. Unexpectedly, for
the first time in forty years, it became possible to form a government without
the christian Democrats. And so happened. The new federal government was a
coalition of Liberals, Socialists and Greens, which was quickly dubbed the
'purple-green' or 'rainbow' coalition. In Section I I of the government accord
(July 1999), under the heading 'Ethicat euestions', it states that: 'In recent
years biological and bio-medical science has made significant advances. Fun-
damental interference has become possible in'human life. However, our country
has not yet succeeded in working out a legislative framework appropriate to this
development, and that would fit a modern and democratic society. parliament
has to be able to fulfil its responsibility on such matters, including euthanasia
(emphasis added), and must do this on the basis of each individual's con-
victions.'

This call on the federal parliament to legislate on euthanasia did not fall on
deaf ears, because after new senate hearings with several members of the Advi-
sory Committee for Bio-ethics, in october 1999, legislation was initiated. Four
parliamentary factions of the governing coalition reanimated a number of old
proposals for a bill, and in the media stressed their willingness to come to a
definitive undertaking in the not too distant future; this would be done in con-
sultation with the opposition. The Flemish and walloon christian Democrars
also each proposed a bill, and thus within a very short period of time there were
six proposals on the parliamentary table.24

There was a common premise underlying all the proposals for a bill except
those of the Christian Democrats: the right of the individual to autonomously
make end-of-life decisions. Each proposal was also geared towards legalisation:
the Penal Code was changed so that euthanasia (under particular conditions)
would no longer fall under the terms of manslaughter or murder. otherwise the
proposals were very heterogeneous. This was most clearly apparent in the
medical conditions laid down.

In the Flemish Greens' proposal for example, simpre medical hopelessness
was sufficient ground for euthanasia to be carried out. In the explanatory
memorandum this was broadly defined to the extent that patients with advanced

24 An overview and discussion of these proposals can be found in: Adams, M. and Geuciens, c.,
'De regulering van euthanasie in Belgid. Principidle beschouwingen naar aanleiding van een
aantal recente wetsvoorstellen' (1999-2000) 63 Recht.skundig weekblatl.793-g17. Also
Adams, M. en Geudens, G.. 'Euthanasie als politiek-ideologische splijtzwam? Variaties op de
thema's autonomie en zelfbeschikking' (2000) 6j Streyen,401-413.
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Multiple sclerosis for example, would be able to ask for euthanasia legitimate-
ly.

The proposal of Socialist factions, both Flemish and walloon, srated rhat
there had to be a disease, caused either by accident or illness, which was incur-
able and untreatable. However, their proposal also required the presence ofper-
sistent and unbearable suffering or distress (for conscious consent) or irrever-
sible coma (if no consent could be obtained, prqviding there was a living will).
In this respect their proposal was stricter than that ofthe Greens.

The respective proposals of the Liberal factions were the most stringent of
the governing parties because euthanasia was explicitly reserved for the last
stages of life. Thus the walloon Liberals talked of the .approaching and inevi-
table death' and the Flemish Liberals of the .terminal phase'.
The respective christian Democrat proposals both implicitly but firmly sup-
ported the concept of mercy, and thus placed strong emphasis on euthanasia as
the last remedy, only to be considered for those who were terminally ill and
beyond palliative care. They utterly rejected a ruling on incompetent patients.

As far as the proposals of the governing parties are concerned, there were
thus some differences of approach between them. Three of them concerned in
one or another form living wills. The walloon Liberals categorically rejected
this instrument. clear differences were also present with regard to palliative
care. whereas in most proposals this aspect was given little attention, the Flem-
ish Liberals explicitly coupled euthanasia with the extension of a full palliative
care package.

The christian Democrats were de facto quic$y excluded from all discus-
sions. on 20th December 1999, a mere six weeks (!) after the issue of eutha-
nasia had been placed on the parliamentary agenda, the coalition parties unex-
pectedly came up with a bill that formed a compromise between the four pro-
posals that these same government parties had only recently introduced. This
despite the facr that the different propos-als had only just been put to the rele-
vant Senate committee, but were not even discussed. The stated aim of this
new proposal was 'to embrace the four proposals of the governing parties that
had been introduced at the beginning of the Senate hearings'. This would make
it easier to have 'an open and comprehensive debate'. In fact the compromise
bill was virtually the same as that proposed by the Socialists. The majority pro-
posal on euthanasia was also linked to a proposal for a bill concerning pal-
liative care and a bill proposing an evaluation commission regarding the appli-
cation of euthanasia.

These events meant a strong break from the careful political consensus that
had been built as a result of the debate in the senate in 1997. This was not
wholly unexpected in the light of what had gone before, because it had been
clear since 1998 that both socialist parties were no longer willing to identify
with the consensus.
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The most important differences in understanding between the government par-
ties and the Christian Democratic opposition over the content related, and at the
moment still relate. to five aspects.
- The government parties considered that when a patient suff'ered from a) per-

sistent and unbearable pain or distress which could not be relieved, which b)
is the consequence of a severe and incurable iilness, this, in principle, suffi-
ciently satisfied the condition to move to euthanasia. on the basis of the
majority bill, whether unbearable and persistent pain or distress is present or
not, is largely lor the patients themselves to decide. The French- as well as
the Dutch-language christian Democrats agreed that the patient should be in
a terminal state.

- The government parties sided for legalising euthanasia. Both christian
Democratic parties sided against. They chose for a construction in which
euthanasia was in principle forbidden but could be accepted in the case of a
legally defined so-called 'state of necessity',2.s

- The government parties wanted a living will for patients who a) were no
longer conscious and for whom b) there was no means of restoring con-
sciousness and who c) suffered from an incurable disease. The christian
Democrats rejected any form of living will.

- The parties in government saw ethical consultation with a patient asking lor
euthanasia as unworkable because this would result in an 'ethical tribunal'.
The christian Democrats in contrast said that ethical consultation before-
hand is essential, stressing that it rvas about giving support to doctors and
patients.

- The majority parties saw palliative care as an option for the patient along-
side euthanasia. The Christian Democrats thought it should always be tried
before even considering euthanasia.

Notwithstanding the commitment to an open and comprehensive debate, the
presentation of the compromise proposal was coupled with strong statements in
the media. The governing parties, so they said, were prepared to have a discus-
sion with the opposition but the matter had to be rounded off in the Senate by
mid February 2000, thus just seven weeks later. one must also remember that
the christmas recess came in the middle of that period. To the comment of a
journalist that a discussion was not possible in such a short time-span, came the
answer that the opposition parties were quite free to introduce amendments in
the meantime. The leader of the Flemish Socialist faction in the Senate made no
disguise of her dislike of the years when the christian Democrats had held
power. 'The Christian Democrats have blocked discussion on this issue for
years, we must finally now have legislation.'Her Liberat counterpart let it be
known that 'we have been talking about euthanasia for years. Those who do not
understand it now, never will'. That the politicians of the governing coalition

25 The Belgian Christian Democratic position can therefore be compared to a large degree with
that of the Dutch situation on euthanasia between I 993 anct 200 I . rvhich actuaily came abour
on the initiative of the Dutch Christian Democrars.
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did not intend to get into too serious a debate on the issue may also appear from

the fact that regarding content the gulfs between the proposals of the governing

parties were as wide as those between the majority parties on the one hand and

the Christian Democrats on the other hand. Despite this, the governing parties

easily arrived at a compromise.26

The parliamentary procedure
In the period January/February 2000 a number of interesting developments took
place. Cracks developed in the majority front. Among the Flemish liberals this

apparently amounted to contentious differences of opinion between the factions

in the Senate and Chamber of Representatives. There were also differences

among the French-speaking Liberals in which the Chairman of the Senate

played a leading role. He regularly let it be known that according to him it was

not a majority bill that was being discussed but rather a bill from a few
individual senators of the governing parties. There were likewise big differ-
ences of opinion in the Socialists parties and the Greens. The chairman of the

Flemish Socialists, for example, declared himself prepared to come to an ac-

commodation with the Christian Democrats, but was dragged back by a number

of his party colleagues. These efforts towards rapprochement were also dispar-
aged by his French-speaking colleague who suggested that an ethical debate
with or without the Christian Democrats was like riding in a Fiat 500,or a

Porsche respectively.
Notwithstanding a desire to make headway, the Senate Committee that was

handling the Bill, began hearings with experts between February and May
2000. A wide range of persons from a cross section of professional and ideo-
logical backgrounds was invited to give their opinions. Many senators of the

majority parties initially opposed these hearings ('society has waited long
enough for legislation, it has finally to happen') until growing societal protest
forced these hearings on them. But even afterwards the majority parties showed
no real intention to proceed to an open debate on the issue with the opposition.
However, on 7 July 2000, the Chairman of the Flemish Socialists reacted posi-
tively to an invitation by the Chairman of the Christian Democrats to exchange
ideas on euthanasia. 'Speaking as a sociologist, society does not change be-

cause the law changes. The law follows social evolution. Ideology is thereby
not a question of majority or minority. A broad discussion of euthanasia aimed
at as wide a majority as possible will influence future approaches to ethical
thinking'. A Green senator likewise asked for changes in the Bill to accommo-
date the point of view of the opposition. The chairman of the Flemish Liberals,
however, reacted negatively to the invitation to enter a debate on the issue.

Meanwhile in the autumn of 2000 the British medical journal The Inncet
published the results of research into end-of-life decisions in medical practice

26 There were obviously also important ongoing differences between the bill of the goveming
parties and the opposition.
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in Flanders.2T This was an extended folrow-up of the before mentioned l99gpilot study' The new study affirmed the assumptions that euthanasia had a placein the Fremish medical world, but what was most striking was that the incidenceof death as a consequence of euthanasia formed barely the tip of the iceberg:euthanasia occurred in r.rvo of the totar number of deaths examined. Reratedtreatment such as assisted suicide and the direct ending of Iife without a requestfrom the patient occurred in 0. l and 3.2vo of the reseaiched deaths respectivery.It appeared that in 3g.3vo of the deaths .on."rn"d, medical decisions had beentaken that influenced the death ortr,e patieni , rg.5vo of which *"r" au" to painrelief with life shortening effects, and .6.4vo to oecrsion, ;" ,;; rreatmenr.Seen quantitatively the occurrence of death as a resurt of pain rerief and theabsence of treatment was thus a much larg". g.oup than cases of euthanasia andassisted suicide. From a_qualitative point of view it is striking that consurtationwith another doctor took prace in 
'ess 

than harf of a, cases of euthanasia orassisted suicide and that in the majority of end-of-life decisions no discussionhad taken place with the patient. gu"n urt". these figures *"." ,nuo" known,parliamentary discussion on new legislation sti' focused armost 
"*Juriu"ry oneuthanasia.28 other crinicar end-of-iife J".ir.n, were and stiil are not discuss_ed.despite the repeated pleas for tt" 

"ont.u.y 
and despite research results thatindicate they should be.

In terms of pubricity' the parriamentary year 2000-200r, was more quietthan the year before, despite the almost *"euy meetings of the Senate com_mittees dealing with the bilr. societal debate was also put on the back burner.Positions appeared fixed, what had to be ruia nuo u""n'rurJ.-it" iJi,,i.ur ,u-jority once more set a time limit. rrr"y *uni.o the bit to be completed beforethe end of the calendar year 2000. Thls ambition was quickly adjusted severartimes' First, there was talk of getting ttre wiore regislation completed by thattime, then of it passing.the Senite r,u'g" unJ nna,y of tt" corn-itt". tinishingits work. Nevertheless,discussions onin",nu;orrty bit in the Committee startedonly in December 2000 and lasted untir tutu."t 200r. There *"." o tug"number of amendments (hundreds), which La to nigfrtty guif,"ring, of tf,"Senate Committee. Opposition amendments
voted against even wien rhev conc.ern.d ;;r/;;piJT""Tl[:il':r:'j;:::qdJ
Senate commirtee finally approved rhe uiii'in ruru..t zdot. tt *o, in tu.g"measure due to the Chairman of the Senate committee, a Senator of the French_speaking Greens' that the speed argued for since the beginning ofparriamentarydebate by a number of members oithe political majority was thwarted.Since December 2000 the bill of'th" potti.al majority has undergone anumber of changes compared to the p.oporul fo. u bill that was introduced at
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27 Deliens' L et al ' 'End-of-life decisions in medical practice in Flantlers. Belgium: a narion-
"- :id" survey' (2000) 356 The rrr, .r. LS0J_ t'8i;:"'' "2E The study wrs pubrished in the autumn oizooo. uu, the findings were made availabre f,or theparliamentary discussion alrhough in fi^,.a f-."* ,h. ,p.,ng of 2000.
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the end of December r9gg.29 one interesting change relates to the f'act that inthe original proposar euthanasia was no longer punishabre by the penar codeitself' In the final version in the Senate committee the penal Code remains un_changed and it is the bill on euthanasia itself that determines under what con-ditions euthanasia can no longer be considered a crime. rtror" i.fo.iantly a dis-tinction between terminar and non-terminal patients has been introduced: in the
case of terminar patients the advice of a second doctor on the medical conditionof patient is needed. In the case of non-terminar patients however, arso theadvice of a third doctor is obliged and there should moreover be a month be-tween the first requestro end life and carrying out this request. Also the way inwhich euthanasia is to be controlled has been changed, and in addition the threeoriginal majority biils (on euthanasia, pailiative care, and an evaruation com_mittee respectively) are combined now. Finally, a number of adjustments havebeen made to the so-called living will. The biil as now presented"is unaoubtedly

also meant to accommodate the opposition within the gtvernment coalition.
The last politicar deveropment worthy of note came from the Chairman ofthe senate, a walroon Liberar, who as Lentioned earlier has serious ethicardoubts about the bill. In March 2001 he used his authority u, s"nut" chairmanto ask the Belgian conseir d'Etat3' for advice about the ril. rnituilf the major_ity faction leaders were shocked by this action. The Advice of the conseild'Etat appeared at the end of vay zbot. Hardry any suggestions were made bythe conseil that courd cause a draw-back in the legisratiue process. The conseil

seemed cautious to interfere with this politically sensitive issue.
At the moment the bilr awaits the vote of the complete Senate, which shourdtake place some time between october and December of the parliamentary year20o1-2oo2.Ir is expected ro approve the bill. After this trre uitt in luestion wrttpass to the chamber of Representatives. It is difficult to predict *trai *irt nap_pen at that point. If the Chamber passes the bi' exactty as approved by thesenate then it becomes law. If the bhamber introduces rurtr,", 

"iung"s 
(eitherlarge or small, and at reast a number of small changes are expectedi then thelaw has to be returned to the senate. which is thar ."quir"i to aear with itagain' If the Senate is in agreement the bill becomes law, if not then it is thechamber of Representatives that has the final say and indeed may definitivelyapprove the bill.

To summarise the above, there is currently a strong porarisation in the eu-thanasia debate in Bergium. 
].rr1 

new gou".ning parties do not appear wi'ing toenter into a debate with the christian-Democra"t opposition. This is understand_able in the sense that, as I have tried to show above, until well into the 1990s
lnt: g:ouo was nor prepared ro develop legislative acrivities on rhe ropic (whichis different from not talking about itl). Th! position of the Christian-Democrats

29 The general drift has however not changed since the opportunities to carry out euthanasia are

;:*ilf:r:'fflj"Tt to an imponan, .i.e,* 
"" ,"ui;;tr. (physical 

".'prv"r,"r"ei*rl ,rr-30 The conseji d'Etat is in Belgium the supreme court in administrative cases. and can alsofunction as a legal advisory organ on proposals for legislation. 
,
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can certainly be criticised from a democratic point of view, but nonetheless
Belgian society was probably not ready for legislation until the middle of the
1980s. Indeed in this respect, certainly also in liberal political circles, doubts
still exist about the desirability of an ethically liberal legislation on euthanasia.

3. Evaluation and Final Conclusions

Considering what has happened so far and bearing in mind developments in the
neighbouring Netherlands, one might ask: How was it that certain factors and
actors in the Netherlands made it possible for euthanasia to be a relatively early
subject for social debate and regulation, and what can explain the differences
between Belgium and the Netherlands in this respect?31 In comparing the two
one must also remember that from a more global perspective the Netherlands
has been exceptionally early with the acceptance of policy and legislation on
euthanasia.32

Let me first list a few notable differences between both countries.
The introduction of legislation has taken place over a shorter time span in

Belgium than in the Netherlands and has in Belgium to a large extent been a
parliamentary process. Legal change in Belgium appears to coincide with a
relatively short parliamentary process. In the Netherlands the process of legal
change has been much more gradual. It seems more to be accompanied by a
societal process ofdiscussion and consensus over euthanasia.

In Belgium the absence of the medical profession in the political discussion
on euthanasia has been very striking. In the Netherlands the medical profession
has been very present in the societal and medical debate on this issue.

In Belgium both the public prosecutor and the courts have remained absent
in developments of legal norms regarding euthanasia. In the Netherlands both
these parties have played prominent roles in the development of legal norms.

There is however one striking similarity with regard to the development of
legislation: in both countries a parliamentary bill has only had a chance when
the Christian-Democrats were no longer part of the government.

The explanation for the first difference is, I believe, mainly due to the so-
cietal and political'influence of catholic thinking that has long been able to
continue in Belgium. This has led to a situation of denominational segregation
in Belgium. whereas in the Netherlands the influence of christian thinking al-
ready disappeared in society, however not necessarily politically, in the 1960s,

3l see for the development in the Netherlands weyers in this issue. Also Griffiths, J., Bood, A.
and Weyers, H., Euthanasia and Lav, in the NetherlandJ, Amsterdam, Amsterdam University
Press (1998),382 p.

32 Meanwhile the majority of the Belgium population seems in favour of regulation of euthana-
sia. An opinion poll in october 1999 commissioned by the daily newspaper kt Libre Bel-
glque showed that 8070 of Belgians supported legislation for euthanasii under specific cir-
cumstances. Questions about the specific contents of such a bill were not asked. It also ap-
peared that bately ll%a of Belgians were radically against any form of euthanasia, and that
l09o did not think any form of legal restriction was necessary.
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this was not the case in Belgium. An important reason for the most powerful
denomination, the Catholics, maintaining its influence after the 60s is that it did
not, as in the Netherlands, have to compete with Protestantism. As a result
secularisation came about later in Belgium than in the Netherlands. Christian
catholic thinking has thus been able to continue to exercise societal and politi-
cal influence. Using its political wing as mouthpiece, the catholic denomination
wanted to prevent legislation on euthanasia. Since they took part in the gov-
ernment coalition this proved to be successful.

Today a significant part of the societal base that supported denominational
segregation in Belgium has fallen away. Desegregation in spirit is for a whole
number of people a fact. There are also signs that institutional denominational
segregation is likewise beginning to wane. For example, the pillar organisations
in Flanders no longer always have political influence as they had before, and
the daily press is no longer the mouthpiece of political parties. Whatever the
case, there is no longer any societal base for militant catholicism. Also in the
1990s, within Christian Democracy people were beginning to understand and
appreciate that if they wished to act as a broad centre party, then they must
adopt a more tolerant position on ethical matters. In the light of this, it is not
surprising that from the middle of the 1990s in Belgium, while rhe Christian
Democrats were still in government, political discussion on euthanasia likewise
began to have a chance. This was perhaps also the main reason why a positive
political dynamic was able to develop around the Advice of 12 May 1997 of the
Advisory Committee on Bio-ethics.

concerning the second point of difference: whereas in the Netherlands the
Royal Dutch Medical Association (KNMG) early on encouraged openness from
the doctors concerning euthanasia and thus provided thejudiciary with a chance
to play a role in developing rules, the professional medical associations in
Belgium appear not really willing to exercise influence on the legislative pro-
cess. Thus the Belgian Medical Association argues that euthanasia is an issue
better wholly left to the professional class itself. In the spring of 2000, the vice-
chairman of the Association explained, during the previously mentioned hear-
ings in the Senate, that 'the Medical Rules of conduct have solved many of the
problems. The Medical Association is neither for nor against legislation but
neither is it asking for it'. when asked whether legislation would not provide
doctors with more legal protection, he replied 'that is relative, can you cite the
most recent conviction against a doctor for carrying out euthanasia? I know of
none. Abuse exists but you are not going to alter that through softening the
law'.

I see two reasons that may explain the differences between Belgium and the
Netherlands on this issue. In the first place the Dutch Medical Association is
supported much more from the base than is the case for the Belgian Medical
Association. For example: in Belgium the controversy over obligatory member-
ship re-surfaces from time to time and many doctors complain of a lack of
democratic consultation in the Association. on euthanasia there is also a split
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33 Document nr 2-244123 of the Belgian Senate. session 2000_lO0 I . 9 July 200 I

Postscript: Senate approved the Bill

on 25th october 2001, the Belgian senare approved the bilr of the politicar ma-jority.33 In the final and prenaiy debate t:o amendments were still introduced,
mainly by Christian Democrats. None of them was approved of. The finar vote
on the bill, up to a rarge extent represented the diviiion between political ma-jority and opposition. of the 75 members of the Senate, 6g members werepresent at the time of the vote: 44 approved of the bill, 22 voted against, two
members abstained form voting. of the political majority three Frenc-h-speaking
liberals voted against, two members, one French-speaking liberal ancr one mem-
ber of the French-speaking Green party respectively, absiained from voting. of
the .pposition no senator approved of tne titt. It is expected that the political
discussion in the Bergian chamber of Representatives will start soon.
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between the professi.nar associaticln and significant parts .f the base, ivhich
makes it impossible fbr the Bergian Medicar 

-Association 
to take a united view.In the second place, the absence of the Associati.n in societar and poritical

discussion on euthanasia is arso no coincidence as it is only responsible f.rmedical discipline and the administrati.n of registration and such matters.
Hence, as an organisation not established in the crassic denominational pattern,
the Belgian Medicar Association had, and stiil has, not only far less direct ac-
cess to politics via the classic denominational organisations, but has also never
been able to speak for ail its members with one voice. The different perspec-
tives found within the Association are thus explicitly divided, which makes itdil'ficult to exercise any political influence.

with regard to the non-involvement of the pubric prosecutor and the courtson this issue, I have no conclusive explanation. The absence is alr the morestriking since in the context of abortion the public prosecutor purru"d a vigor_
ous policy indeed. From a more grobar perspective ir is srrikin; that in generar
abortion was rapidry legalised in many western countries, but to-date legisration
on 

.euthanasia is unique to the Netherrands. Maybe this difference has to dowith the development and influence of feminism and women,s movements sincethe 1960s and 70s' which made abortion one of their points of action. whatever
the reason tbr this dirference, no case law on euthanasia exists in Bergium. So_cial and political discussion is therefore not regalry prestructured, wniln in parr
can explain why the euthanasia debate in Bergrum is of a strong parliamentary
nature.


